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Evidence of a Phenomenon of Epitaxy at the Interface between a LamellarLa Phase
and aL3 Sponge
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In the quasiternary lyotropic system CpClybrineyhexanol, the interface between the lamellarLa and
the “sponge”L3 phase adopts geometries characteristic of a tilted anchoring of the lamellar layers on
the sponge phase. Quantitative measurements of this new phenomenon are performed at equilibrium.
Additionally, the evolution of the characteristic distancesda and d3 of the two phases in the biphasic
region with swelling variation was determined by x-ray scattering. Our results support the hypothesis
of an epitaxial matching between the two phases. [S0031-9007(96)00501-7]
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Surfactants may form with a remarkably large amou
of solvent thermodynamically stable phases. Amon
them, the complex “sponge”L3 phase has been studie
for more than 10 years [1–4], and still exhibits surprisi
properties. It is now widely believed that a continuo
membrane (bilayer of amphiphilic molecules) of compl
topology divides the solvent into two entangled connec
parts, the whole phase presenting neither privileged di
tion nor long-range order. As will be demonstrated he
this phase plays, nevertheless, a crucial role in the orie
tion of another membranar phase of lower symmetry,
La phase [5].

The system under study is the quasiternary cetylp
dinium chloride (CpCl)ybrineyhexanol mixture. This sys
tem exhibits a lamellarLa and a spongeL3 phase of com-
parable compositions [1], and a first-order phase transi
from L3 to La occurs on increasing temperature [6]. T
transition was observed by optical polarizing microsco
using a Mettler hot stage, theL3 phase having been intro
duced in a glass capillary of rectangular section (300mm
thick) in order to avoid evaporation. At an early stage
the growth, theLa droplets are small enough for the a
rangement of the layers to be mainly dependent on the
terfacial conditions. Reference [5] describes in passing
observations of very anisotropic droplets, in which so
part theLa layers and theLayL3 interface make an an
gle a fi 90±. This is, at least locally, different from wha
occurs in thermotropic systems of similar symmetry [
We present here new observations of droplets that we
currently obtain in the lyotropic system under study, w
shape much simpler than those observed in Ref. [5], all
ing a quantitative analysis. Extinction brushes paralle
the nicols directions, and a symmetry axis that is an axi
revolution, indicate that the layers are spherical and c
centric [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. The image analysis of t
droplet profile shows that it is a part of a logarithmic sp
ral (LS) centered on the pole. Such a spiral, of equat
r  r0 expsuyud in polar coordinates, makes a consta
angle arctans1yud with any circle centered on the origi
[Fig. 1(c)]: hence not only isa nontrivial sfi 0±, 90±d, but
it is constant over the whole droplet surface.
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Quantitatively, the numerical analysis of the drople
shape provides the tilt anglea. However, repeated ex
periments for various swellings do not yield reproducib
quantitative data fora from one droplet to another (typ
ical values obtained fora vary between 10± and 60± for
Pbr  70%, and between 60± and 75± for Pbr  90%).
The main difficulty in these free-growth experiments
that the density difference betweenLa andL3 restricts the
duration of the observations to 5–10 min, before theLa

droplets reach the upper face of the capillary and sque
on it. Within this short time, they are likely not to be in a
equilibrium configuration. In order to obtain informatio
on this point, we compared the energy of perfect logari
mic spiral profiled droplets with another possible confo
mation, where the condition of a constant tilt angle ov
the whole interface is achieved without any elastic d
formation of the layers, i.e., double-cone shaped drop
(DC) where the common axis of the cones is perpendi
lar to the layers.

Let us calculate the energies of the two types for
given volumeV ; the only contribution to be taken into ac
count here is a surface term for the double cone,EDC 
gs2py cosad s3Vy2p tanad2y3, whereas an elastic defor
mation contribution is to be added for the logarithm
spiral:
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1 1 e3pyu

∂1y3

,

where u  cotana, g is the surface tension for the in
volved tilt angle, andK is the elastic mean curvatur
constant. The comparison between these two express
shows that, even for high values ofg, DC droplets are
expected to have a lower energy that LS’s in the dom
of observation of the latter (a ø 20± to 70±) [8]. Under-
standing why, despite their respective energies, we re
rently observe LS’s and never DC’s is probably a proble
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Droplet ofLa phase inL3 (polarized microscopy,
photography of a videoprinting), bar 10 mm. Global com-
position: Pbr  83%, hyc (weight ratio hexanol over CpCl)
 1.132 (the coexistence of the two phases ranges from
39 to 51–53±C). Dashed line: logarithmic spiralsa  38±d,
whose pole is at the center of the indicated axis. Notice t
the profile departs slightly from this LS at the extremitie
the zones of concern are of small size and their details
proach the microscope limit of resolution: they were not stu
ied here. (b)Pbr  90%, hyc  1.132. The LS sa  62±d
goes through the middle of the white halo; its pole is at t
center of the extinction figure. Notice that there are two bla
brushes instead of four (axial symmetry); this is due to a v
weak birefringence of the lamellar phase in this swelling ran
(c) Arrangement of the concentric layers in a logarithmic spi
droplet.

concerned with growth kinetics. A metastable conform
tion with concentric layers is likely to be induced durin
the nucleation, and the anchoring condition may then
strong enough to prevent a modification of the configu
tion that would necessarily involve large surface and ela
energies. From this remark, we may suppose that the
types of energy are roughly comparable in this metasta
state. TakingV  10215 m3 and a  60± from stan-
dard observations, and a typical value ofK ø 10213 N,
37–
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we may deduce an order of magnitude of1027 J m22

s1024 erg cm22d for g, which is extremely weak [9]. The
calculation we have presented does not, however, expl
the fact that the tilt angle, even in a nonequilibrium situ
ation, is constant over the whole interface. This proper
will be discussed in more detail in Ref. [10].

In order to study the tilt anglea at equilibrium,
we have observed the interface in systems which a
biphasic at room temperature. The biphasic mixture
placed in cylindrical capillaries (diameter between 0.7 an
2 mm), flame sealed, then held vertically. Because of th
difference in density, theL3 phase settles to the bottom
part of the capillary within a couple of hours. Within
one or two days, the top region, lamellar, organizes in
well-known [11, 12] leeklike way (concentric cylinders)
due to the parallel boundary conditions of the lamella
layers on the glass. The sample then presents a unifo
illumination in polarizing microscopy, except for an axia
defect decorated with very fine and regular transvers
striations, due to small focal conics allowing relaxatio
of the high curvature energy of this region. The textur
and measurements presented herein do not evolve o
months, indicating a stable texture.

It was observed that the interface was mainly conic
(Fig. 2), except near the tripleLa-L3-glass contact line
and at its apex [Fig. 2(a)]. The angle of the conical pa
gives a directly; its variation with the swelling of the
system is presented in Fig. 3 (there is no variation wit
the diameter of the capillary) [13]. The main effect is a
increase of the tilt (decrease ofa) as the system becomes
more swollen.

Near the triple line, the surface properties of th
three materials in contact impose the angle of theLa-
L3 interface at the glass contact (Young conditions). I
the most general case, this angle is nota; the fact that
the lamellar phase creates defects in the zone where
conical interface is deformed by the triple line —and
only there [Fig. 2(b)]— is a supplementary hint that th
La-L3 interface and the lamellar layers have a preferre
angle. The defects have an axial symmetry and a
hexagonally close packed, similar to the texture of tor
focal conics studied by Fournier, Dozov, and Durand [14
In thermotropic systems, toric defects allow the matchin
of layers from a parallel anchoringsa  0±d on the glass
to a perpendicular onesa  90±d on the isotropic phase.
In the present case, the interface is likely not to be fla
but deformed at the location of each toric defect, showin
up as a logarithmic spiral profile of revolution, in order to
satisfy the tilted anchoring conditions (Fig. 4).

In order to explain the evolution of the equilibrium tilt
angle a with swelling, let us recall that theL3 phase,
though without long-range order, presents a typical in
termembranar distanced3 (measured as the position of
the maximum of a broad peak in x-ray or neutron smal
angle scattering). Moreover, the phase being isotropic,
imposes this characteristic distanced3 to any imaginary
523
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FIG. 2. (a) Interface betweenLa (up) and L3 (down) in
a system of global compositionPbr  81% and hyc  1.1
sa  57±d, crossed polarizers. Bar 100 mm. Notice the
defect that cuts the apex in order to decrease the interfa
energy. (b) Idem,Pbr  70.4% sa  69±d, focus on the
defects tiling in theLa crown near the glass-La-L3 contact
line, above the conical part. There are no detectable defec
the apex:a being larger, the surface of a cone of compara
basis is less important than for more swollen systems.
La-L3 interfacial energy gaining by “cutting” the apex with
defect would be smaller than the cost of elastic energy.

cut surface. In a rough model where theLayL3 inter-
face would “cut” the sponge phase without modifying
at its vicinity, the La phase is likely to tilt in order to
match its periodicityda to d3; the matching avoids a dis

FIG. 3. j: Measurement ofa in cylindrical capillaries. s:
Calculation ofam from experimental x-ray measurements ofda

and d3 (Fig. 5 data). For both kinds of results,La andL3 are
the two parts of the biphasic mixture obtained forhyc  1.1
(except forPbr  89% and 90%, for whichhyc  1.11).
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FIG. 4. Two possible ways for theLayL3 interface to realize
a constant tilt angle with a toric focal conic defect. In th
second case, more probable, the circle line defect is virtu
When a  0±, as in thermotropics [7, 14], the two cases a
degenerated in a flat interface.

continuity of the membranes at the interface, generally a
knowledged as quite energetic in this region of the pha
diagram [1–2, 4]. We may calculate fromda andd3 an
expected matching angleam : am  arcsinsdayd3d. In
order to test this hypothesis, x-ray experiments were p
formed on theLa and L3 parts of the biphasic system
under study. The correspondingda andd3 are presented
in Fig. 5; the calculation ofam from these data is com-
pared toa in Fig. 3. The two angles have comparab
values: the matching model then gives a good order
magnitude for the tilt angle. We do not state here the w
in which the matching between theLa andL3 membranes
occurs and the geometrical and topological questions
raises; this point will be discussed in a forthcoming pap

FIG. 5. Characteristic distancesda andd3 in the La shd and
L3 sjd parts of thehyc  1.1 biphasic mixture (hyc  1.11
for Pbr  89% and 90%) of global brine weight fractionPbr .
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[10]. Let us notice that this model of membrane contin
ity betweenLa and L3 phases is consistent with a ver
small value ofg, the interfacial energy being mainly du
to rather weak curvature contributions.

The matching presented here is reminiscent of a p
nomenon of epitaxy. Epitaxy is usually defined by t
existence of a finite set of relative orientations at the
terface between two media, due to a matching of leng
It is the case here, and more precisely since one of
phases is isotropic, the only orientations in play are th
of the lamellar phase at the interface. Other cases of
taxy are documented in physics of surfactant and ot
supramolecular assemblies [15–19]. They are close
the usual types of epitaxy since they involve ordered m
dia on both sides of the interface. The present cas
much simpler, as there is only one typical distance in
sponge phase, and in a sense keeps the essence of ep

Notice that another anchoring of theLa is conceivable
which avoids a discontinuity of the membranes at t
interface: the case where membranes are parallel to
interfacesa  0±d. Here, the sponge phase must stop
the interface, and, as will be explained in Ref. [10], th
is unfavorable from the point of view of the Gaussia
curvature of theL3 membrane. Of course, this argume
is not valid when theLa phase is in contact with an
isotropic phase of a different structure. Observatio
via polarizing microscopy ofLa droplets surrounded by
the L1 (micellar) phase indicate that they are made
concentric spherical layers [20, 21]: The anchoring
the La phase is parallel when the phase in contact
not a phase of membranes. The membrane as a b
constituent of the two phases in contact is definitely
crucial point in makinga fi 0±, 90± possible.

We thank B. Terreau for performing some logarit
mic spiral growth experiments, K. McGrath for preciou
indications upon the ternary system studied here,
O. Lavrentovitch and J.-B. Fournier for interesting di
cussions.
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